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Introduction:

(As told by John Todd 1978 in The Illuminati and Witchcraft) Some time ago, Phillip

Rothschild ordered one of his mistresses to write a 1100-page book that would describe

to all witches how they would take control of the world through the Illuminati: It’s called

Atlas Shrugged. One of the things in it is happening on the front pages of the

newspapers across the United States right now. In fact she spent a third of the book

describing how they would raise the oil prices & then later destroy the oil fields & then

they would also completely shut down the coal.  

JESUS SHRUGS

“The world’s self-appointed, false saviors, conceiving in the arrogance of their rebellious

souls, believe they have created a seamless utopia. Yet in reality, it is nothing but a

plastic Shangri-La, fashioned by manipulation, deceit and spiritual wickedness. The

heart of man and his world are sick. His dreams will quickly   crumble when the Earth

gives its last heave as it groans for final release. God’s Word declares that 42 months

after the final spike, his empire will plunge to flat-line. The usurper king’s long-contrived

scheme to erase from memory the images of an unseen God will end in war. This war will

be so final that he and his kind will not rise again for one thousand years. Their conceit,

boasting and flagrant rebellion, outlined in countless movies, books and journals will

dissipate as smoke  driven by a fresh sea breeze. The wild wind of God will dispel their

vaporous fiction when at the shout of the Archangel of God, the Righteous Heir shrugs

them off as lint. This Earth is then delivered as King Jesus returns to herald in a

millennium of peace and enlightenment for all mankind. “
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This book outlines, in prophecy, the coming years of tribulation,  the rapture, the initial

takeover of the Earth by our true King, Jesus, as His new worldwide governmental

structure, “The Kingdom of God on Earth” and is compiled by second-generation

Children of David. 

 To read the whole book please see download link in the Wine Cellar below

“You are part of this special generation of believers, those that have been called from
beyond the mists of time, before Earth was created. This is My church, My  ecclesia, My
chosen of the last days.”

Travis Garcia

Designer
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